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Ethnographic Fieldwork Jan 22 2022 Ethnographic fieldwork is
something which is often presented as mysterious and inexplicable.
How do we know certain things after having done fieldwork? Are
we sure we know? And what exactly do we know? This book
describes ethnographic fieldwork as the gradual accumulation of
knowledge about something you don’t know much about. We start
from ignorance and gradually move towards knowledge, on the
basis of practices for which we have theoretical and methodological
motivations. Jan Blommaert and Dong Jie draw on their own
experiences as fieldworkers in explaining the complexities of
ethnographic fieldwork as a knowledge trajectory. They do so in an
easily accessible way that makes these complexities easier to
understand and to handle before, during and after fieldwork. The
2nd edition of this bestselling book updates the 1st edition and
includes a new postscript on ethnography in an online world.
The Idea of English in Japan Jul 28 2022 This book examines the
ways in which English is conceptualised as a global language in
Japan, and considers how the resultant language ideologies – drawn

in part from universal discourses; in part from context-specific
trends in social history – inform the relationships that people in
Japan have towards the language. The book analyses the specific
nature of the language’s symbolic meaning in Japan, and how this
meaning is expressed and negotiated in society. It also discusses
how the ideologies of English that exist in Japan might have
implications for the more general concept of ‘English as a global
language’. To this end it considers the question of what constitutes a
‘global’ language, and how, if at all, a balance can be struck
between the universal and the historically-contingent when it comes
to formulating a theory of English within the world.
Inside Interviewing May 26 2022 Inside Interviewing highlights the
fluctuating and diverse moral worlds put into place during interview
research when gender, race, culture and other subject positions are
brought narratively to the foreground. It explores the 'facts',
thoughts, feelings and perspectives of respondents and how this
impacts on the research process.
Gardens Oct 31 2022 Humans have long turned to gardens - both
real and imaginary - for sanctuary from the frenzy and tumult that
surrounds them. Those gardens may be as far away from everyday
reality as Gilgamesh's garden of the gods or as near as our own
backyard, but in their very conception and the marks they bear of
human care and cultivation, gardens stand as restorative, nourishing,
necessary havens. With Gardens, Robert Pogue Harrison graces
readers with a thoughtful, wide-ranging examination of the many
ways gardens evoke the human condition. Moving from the gardens
of ancient philosophers to the gardens of homeless people in
contemporary New York, he shows how, again and again, the
garden has served as a check against the destruction and losses of
history. The ancients, explains Harrison, viewed gardens as both a
model and a location for the laborious self-cultivation and selfimprovement that are essential to serenity and enlightenment, an
association that has continued throughout the ages. The Bible and

Qur'an; Plato's Academy and Epicurus's Garden School; Zen rock
and Islamic carpet gardens; Boccaccio, Rihaku, Capek, Cao Xueqin,
Italo Calvino, Ariosto, Michel Tournier, and Hannah Arendt - all
come into play as this work explores the ways in which the concept
and reality of the garden has informed human thinking about
mortality, order, and power. Alive with the echoes and arguments of
Western thought, Gardens is a fitting continuation of the intellectual
journeys of Harrison's earlier classics, Forests and The Dominion of
the Dead. Voltaire famously urged us to cultivate our gardens; with
this compelling volume, Robert Pogue Harrison reminds us of the
nature of that responsibility - and its enduring importance to
humanity.
Rhetorical Grammar Aug 29 2022 Rhetorical Grammar
encourages writers to recognize and use the structural and stylistic
choices available to them and to understand the rhetorical effects
those choices can have on their readers. Rhetorical Grammar is a
writer's grammar - a text that presents grammar as a rhetorical tool,
avoiding the do's and don'ts so long associated with the study of
grammar. It reveals to student writers the system of grammar that
they know subconsciously and encourages them to use that
knowledge to understand their choices as writers and the effects of
those choices on their readers. Besides providing key strategies for
revision, Rhetorical Grammar presents systematic discussions of
reader expectation, sentence rhythm and cohesion, subordination
and coordination, punctuation, modifiers, diction, and other
principles. Studying grammar from this rhetorical point of view
defines the study of language as an intellectual exercise designed to
open up students' minds to the versatility, beauty, and possibilities
of language.
Teaching Academic Writing Sep 29 2022 "Chapters address a full
range of critical topics, including the context and process of
academic writing, needs analysis, teaching approaches, the
interrelationship between writing and vocabulary, intercultural

perspectives, feedback and assessment. Each chapter includes
Classroom Implications, tasks and techniques for teaching, and
some possible exercises to use with students. Chapters begin with
thought-provoking questions and end with a section designed to help
users consider their own beliefs and classroom practices." -- Back
cover.
Ecology of Language Feb 20 2022 This volume on Ecology of
Language presents chapters on ecologies of language , literacy and
learning. The subject of language ecology is diversity within sociopolitical settings where the processes of language use create, reflect
and challenge hierarchies and hegemonies. The volume covers the
following topics: Historical and theoretical perspectives, language
ecologies of selected countries and regions, focus on Asia, Australia,
Africa, language ecologies of dispersed and diasporic communities,
esp. Chinese, Malay, Moroccan, classroom language ecologies in
multilingual contexts, language ecology of literacies, oracies and
discourses. This is one of ten volumes of the Encyclopedia of
Language and Education published by Springer. The Encyclopedia
bears testimony to the dynamism and evolution of the language and
education field, as it confronts the ever-burgeoning and irrepressible
linguistic diversity and ongoing pressures and expectations placed
on education around the world.
Living Narrative Jun 26 2022 This pathbreaking book looks at
everyday storytelling as a twofold phenomenon--a response to our
desire for coherence, but also to our need to probe and acknowledge
the enigmatic aspects of experience. Letting us listen in on dinnertable conversation, prayer, and gossip, Elinor Ochs and Lisa Capps
develop a way of understanding the seemingly contradictory nature
of everyday narrative--as a genre that is not necessarily
homogeneous and as an activity that is not always consistent but
consistently serves our need to create selves and communities.
Focusing on the ways in which narrative is co-constructed, and on
the variety of moral stances embodied in conversation, the authors

draw out the instructive inconsistencies of these collaborative
narratives, whose contents and ordering are subject to dispute, flux,
and discovery. In an eloquent last chapter, written as Capps was
waging her final battle with cancer, they turn to unfinished
narratives, those stories that will never have a comprehensible end.
With a hybrid perspective--part humanities, part social science--their
book captures these complexities and fathoms the intricate and
potent narratives that live within and among us.
Using Semi-structured Interviews in Small-scale Research Mar
24 2022
Appendices 4 & 5 Apr 24 2022
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